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Abstract
In this rst of two papers concerned with the use of numerical simulation to examine ow and transport parameters in heterogeneous porous media via Monte-Carlo methods, various aspects of the modelling e ort are examined. In particular, the need to save
on core memory causes one to use only speci c realizations that have certain initial characteristics; in e ect, these transport simulations are conditioned by these characteristics.
Also, the need to independently estimate length scales for the generated elds is discussed.
The statistical uniformity of the ow eld is investigated by plotting the variance of the
seepage velocity for vector components in the x, y and z directions. Finally, speci c features of the velocity eld itself are illuminated in this rst paper. In particular, these data
give one the opportunity to investigate the e ective hydraulic conductivity in a ow eld
which is approximately statistically uniform; comparisons are made with rst- and secondorder perturbation analyses. The mean cloud velocity is examined to ascertain whether it
is identical to the mean seepage velocity of the model. Finally, the variance in the cloud
centroid velocity is examined for the e ect of source size and di ering strengths of local
transverse dispersion.
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Introduction
As large, high-speed computing facilities become more readily available the feasibility
of doing Monte-Carlo (MC) simulations of three-dimensional ow and transport in heterogeneous porous media becomes more apparent. This report and its companion paper is a
compendium of our experience with MC simulations of ow and transport within a large,
nely discretized domain. The problem that we attempt to emulate is the migration of a
conservative tracer in a heterogeneous clastic aquifer under natural gradient conditions.
That is, a heterogeneous medium causes the ow eld to be randomly nonuniform and results in the enhanced dispersion of a tracer. The e ect of a heterogeneous medium on the
ow eld is simulated by modelling ow through a hydraulic conductivity eld generated
from a second-order stationary process; other sources of variability to the ow eld are
ignored. By varying the statistical makeup of the hydraulic conductivity eld, one can examine the e ects of statistical anisotropy and variance in the hydraulic conductivity on the
mean ow and transport phenomena. This problem has been critically examined in the literature using rst-order analytical procedures [e.g., Dagan, 1982, 1984, 1988, 1990, 1991;
Gelhar and Axness, 1983], allowing for comparisons with the results of this e ort.
We elected, in these simulations, to use only conservative tracers; in part this choice
re ects the current lack of knowledge concerning the spatial statistics of reactive parameters; however, we also consider that many questions concerning the transport of nonreactive tracers remain unanswered or only partially answered. Even though the platform on which these models were run (a Cray-3 supercomputer made available through
the National Center for Atmospheric Research) was, with regard to memory, a relatively
large machine, limitations on domain size were still a factor. Critical to the solution of the
transport problem was the mesh size; the domain discretizations had to be suciently ne
to eliminate most oscillation in the solution to the concentration eld. This requirement
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had to be balanced with a desire to make the domain suciently large so that the large
time moments could be obtained. Time stepping in the solution of the transport processes
was avoided by solving for the concentration eld in Laplace space and then only inverting
for the desired range of times.
Numerical simulation of heterogeneous porous media has basically followed two trends.
One trend, as exempli ed by Jussel et al. [1994a, 1994b] and Webb and Anderson [1996]
is to depict, as accurately as possible, the medium in a geologic context; that is, should
the environment of deposition require the presence of certain features, then the emphasis is to create a medium generation scheme whereby those features are preserved. The
other trend, as exempli ed by Tompson and Gelhar [1990], Tompson [1993], Chin and
Wang [1992] and Bellin et al. [1992] is more engineering oriented in that the emphasis is
on representing the medium as parsimoniously as possible; this is usually accomplished by
assuming an autocovariance representation for the hydraulic conductivity eld and then
basing the generation scheme on this particular correlation structure. This approach has
the advantage that, should the representation be appropriate, then the medium at any site
could be quanti ed by intensive sampling. In this paper we follow this latter approach. In
part, this choice is enforced by the presence of many theoretical results for ow and transport in heterogeneous porous media based on this statistical description. We also consider
that, in light of the Borden and Cape Cod eld-scale tracer tests, use of this parsimonious
statistical description is not unwarranted; these natural-gradient tracer tests strongly suggest that, in these cases, this simple statistical description for the medium hydraulic conductivity does capture most of the signi cant features of ow and transport. However,
these sites were also unusual in that the media, overall, are rather homogeneous; other
sites where heterogeneity is a more dominate aspect of the medium could easily require
a better representation of geologic features contained in the medium. It should be noted
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that, even in these cases, a description based in probabibility may be feasible [e.g., Carle
and Fogg, 1996] but would require a large parameter base.
In this paper, we discuss technical problems associated with MC simulation of threedimensional ow and transport in heterogeneous porous media; the report also contains a
summary of the velocity results from both uid ow and plume modelling. The companion
paper [Na et al., this issue] contains the results of examining second and higher moments
of plumes generated by these MC simulations (i.e., macrodispersion, plume skewness and
kurtosis). As multiple realizations of each scenario are generated, and as these realizations
are essentially independent, we will be able to make statements concerning the quality of
the results as well. In this paper, for example, the mean e ective hydraulic conductivity
and the standard deviation in e ective hydraulic conductivity are given; this standard deviation will allow one to evaluate the likelihood that any one realization of the hydraulic
conductivity eld can be adequately modelled by the e ective parameter. The scenarios
discussed in this paper as a ecting the plume or uid velocity are the variance in the logarithm of the hydraulic conductivity, length scales and source size.
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Monte-Carlo Scheme
The simulation domain consists of a parallelepipedic ow cell elongated in the mean
ow direction [see Burr et al., 1994, gure 1]; mean ow is either parallel or perpendicular to all domain faces (mean ow direction: x; transverse horizontal direction: y; transverse vertical direction: z). The domain is discretized into six-sided brick-shaped elements
with a node at each corner; all elements have the same dimensions x, y and z . Flow
is steady and xed by constant head boundaries at opposite ends of the elongated cell; a
random velocity eld is created by forcing the ow to pass through a random hydraulic
conductivity eld. At time zero a conservative tracer source is introduced into the domain
near the upgradient end of the cell; the upstream face of the cell is a Dirichlet boundary
over which the concentrations are set to zero. With regard to both ow and transport,
lateral boundaries are speci ed as no- ux boundaries; the downstream face is also a zero
dispersive ux boundary. The tracer is allowed to drift with the random ow eld; moments, calculated from the resulting simulated plume, are used to estimate the cloud velocity and dispersion. The MC simulator was constructed by placing critical subprograms
to carry out these simulations in a Monte-Carlo loop; each iteration of the loop results in
a new realization of the hydraulic conductivity eld and a new solution to the ow and
transport equations. The basic subprograms of the MC simulator are described in Burr et
al. [1994]; these subprograms consist of a random eld generator and ow and transport
solvers which will be described here brie y. New realizations of the velocity and concentration elds, for each realization of the hydraulic conductivity eld, are obtained by resolving the ow and transport problems for the same boundary and initial conditions. An
ecient ORTHOMIN iterative solver [Sudicky and McLaren, 1992] was used to solve both
the ow and Laplace-space transport matrix equations.
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The spectral technique of Robin et al. [1993] is used to generate realizations of threedimensional scalar hydraulic conductivity elds. The generated three-dimensional eld
(mx  my  mz ) of discrete conductivity values is considerably larger than the simulation domain. The dimensions nx, ny and nz of the simulation domain, in terms of element lengths
x, y and z (the overall domain dimensions being xnx, y ny and z nz ), are one-half
to two-thirds of the number of values as in the equivalent direction in the generated eld:
mx > nx , my > ny and mz > nz . The generator produces correlated normal random variates;
the hydraulic conductivity eld K (~x), ~x = (x; y; z), is assumed to be lognormally distributed
such that f (~x) = `n(K (~x)) is a normal variate. Thus realizations of the f (~x) are actually
produced by the spectral generator; the K (~x) eld is obtained by exponentiation of f (~x) for
each element within the simulation domain. Besides the eld dimensions, input parameters required to generate a three-dimensional eld consist of four target statistics: three
length scales (x, y , and z ) corresponding to the principal axes of the parallelepiped and
the variance of the logarithm of the hydraulic conductivity (f ). These statistics correspond to the parameters of the negative exponential autocovariance function used in the
random- eld generation process:
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where x , x0, y , y0 and z , z0 represent lag space in the x, y and z directions. When discretizing the simulation domain the element size was chosen such that at least two elements for
every input length scale existed in each direction. The input horizontal length scales x
and y were always chosen equal for these simulations. While the equivalent statistics for
the generated elds are similar to the target statistics, there are invariably some deviations; thus it is imperative to estimate the actual output statistics from each eld generated; with regard to the length scales x, y , and z this proved to be an exceptionally
dicult task as will be discussed subsequently.
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The ow simulator is based on a nite element scheme wherein values for heads, based
on the imposed boundary conditions, are obtained at each node. The computational
method employs the in uence coecient technique whereby the six closest adjacent nodes
aligned along the principal directions in uence a given node, rather than all the 26 surrounding nodes in the adjacent elements. Components of the uid speci c discharges, for
each element within the domain, are obtained from head information at the eight elemental nodes and the generated scalar hydraulic conductivity for that element; the elemental
velocity components Vx, Vy and Vz are obtained from the elemental speci c discharge components by dividing by the elemental porosity (assumed constant in this study). Boundary
conditions imposed on the ow eld cause the resulting elemental velocity eld to be nonstationary; this non-stationarity is most prevalent near the lateral boundaries. To partially
o set this deviation from nonstationary conditions a rind of elements, on or near the domain boundary and lateral to the mean ow direction, is set aside from which no velocity
information is taken, and for which a simulation is terminated if a nodal concentration
within the rind is excessive at a given time step. This exclusion zone will be described in
more detail in a subsequent section.
For these simulations, the Laplace-transform nite-element technique was again used
to solve the transport equation; this numerical method has the advantage that, for relatively coarse grides, solutions to the transport equation exhibit essentially no numerical
dispersion [Sudicky, 1989]. Dispersion at the local scale is governed by longitudinal ( `)
and transverse ( t) dispersivities which are assumed to be constant; as the velocity eld is
random, the local dispersion coecients themselves are also random. The transport equation in Laplace transform space, for a nonreactive tracer, can be written
pc^ + V~  rc^ , r  drc^ = c(~x; 0)

(2)
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where p is the Laplace variable: L [c(t;~x); t ! p] = c^(p;~x). The second-order tensor of dispersion coecients d can be expressed as
2
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where I is a 3  3 identity matrix, V = V~  V~ and V~ = (Vx; Vy ; Vz). The right-hand side of
equation (2) represents the initial condition for the transport problem. When this equation
is discretized using a Galerkin nite-element method, this initial condition becomes a set
of nodes at which the concentration is initially non-zero; for the purposes of the MC simulation these nodes form a small box near the upstream end of the ow cell in which the
concentration is initially set to unity. The initial box is usually two vertical length scales
z thick and at least two elements wide and deep. This source box must also be relatively
distant from the x and y boundaries of the ow cell if the resulting plume simulation is
not to be impacted by these boundaries; this consideration generally limited the size of the
source region. As the simulation proceeds, these initial concentrations are advected by the
random velocity eld and dispersed by the local dispersion coecients. It should be noted
that, for purposes of computational eciency, the in uence coecient technique was again
used when approximating the local dispersive ux. Thus, only the nearest six nodes from
the surrounding brick-shaped elements are used in the local dispersive ux approximation
in the Galerkin nite-element scheme; the result is that only those cross-derivative terms
which corresponding to this template are retained in the global matrix assembly. While
this minimal retention of cross-derivative information in the numerical approximation introduces a certain amount of error, our experience indicates that it is a relatively modest
source of error in the overall MC scheme. The Laplace-space solution was inverted using
the scheme developed by de Hoog et al. [1982]; spatial moments were calculated for every
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plume realization, and the concentration eld for each node was added to previous realizations so that individual realization plume statistics could be compared to ensemble mean
plume statistics.
In the initial stages of this project, considerable time was spent determining the appropriate mesh size for the simulation domain. In this case, not only does one have to be concerned about the transport of a sharp front, but also by the sharp contrast in the dispersion coecients from element to element. As our interest was centered around large-time
plume moments, concentration elds were obtained only after the plume had traveled at
least one length scale x; indeed the Laplace inversion scheme was set up to return concentration elds beginning with a travel time corresponding to a mean plume travel distance
of at least one length scale x . The use of a minimum travel time corresponding to at least
one length scale x allowed us to bypass numerically dicult computations associated with
resolving a sharp front; resolution of the early-time sharp front is a computational necessity associated with most time-stepping algorithms. We found, by experimentation, that
our simulations could be accommodated by a relatively coarse grid Peclet number (x= `)
of 3.33; this value worked well over the range of f values used in this study (0.09 to 0.9).
As the variance in f (~x) and therefore K (~x) increased so did the contrast in the Vx component of the velocity eld from element to element; this contrast resulted in a commensurate contrast in the transverse dispersion coecients dyy and dzz which necessitated re nement of the mesh in the lateral directions. Experimentation with a deterministic heterogeneity embedded in an otherwise uniform medium indicated that, when a contrast existed
in which the hydraulic conductivity of the deterministic heterogeneity was ten times that
of the rest of the medium, large oscillations in the concentration eld resulted unless the
ratio y= t or z = t was about 25 or less than. Since t was generally taken to be one centimeter in this study, this restriction forced the mesh spacing to generally be 0.25 meters
or less. To accommodate this mesh spacing without generating an even larger hydraulic
2
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conductivity eld, a method of further subdividing the existing domain, with a hydraulic
conductivity eld generated for a coarser mesh, was devised.
The computed concentration eld was monitored for oscillation from realization to
realization by observing two quantities: the ratio of cmin(t) to cmax(t) and the ratio of the
number of negative concentration nodes to positive concentration nodes (nodal concentrations less than cmax (t)  10, were considered to be zero). If the ratio cmin(t) to cmax(t) and
the ratio of negative to positive nodes were both greater that 0:01, or if either ratio alone
was greater than 0:1, then it was considered likely that the computed concentration eld
contained signi cant oscillation and therefore was deemed unacceptable. If either criteria
alone exceeded the 0.01 threshold, but was less than 0.1, then the likelihood of signi cant
oscillation was considered to be small to moderate. In most cases, neither criterion exceeded the 0:01 threshold. However, when the plume had traveled only one or two length
scales x, it was not uncommon to see that the 0:01 threshold for the cmin(t) to cmax (t) criterion to be approached and occasionally exceeded. Also, in late time it was not uncommon
to see a growth in the ratio of negative to positive nodes such that the 0:01 threshold was
approached. In our experience, moment calculations were found to be degraded by oscillation primarily when both the number of negative nodes was excessive and the maximum
negative value of the concentration solution was uncommonly large.
4

In general, our goal was to see the plume migrate over approximately ten or more
length scales x; from previous work [Burr et al., 1994], it appeared that travel distances
of this order would be sucient to de ne asymptotic macrodispersivities. To accomplish
this goal it was necessary to construct a domain with enough lateral width and depth to
accommodate all transverse dispersion plus lateral deviation of the plume from its mean
ow path and long enough to accommodate all longitudinal variation in the mean plume
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velocity as well as all longitudinal dispersion. To ameliorate the e ect of the longitudinal velocity variation on the overall domain dimension xnx, a procedure for conditioning the hydraulic conductivity of the initial box to a certain range of values was adopted;
this procedure will be described in a subsequent section. Given the above restrictions on
mesh size, our domains generally contained on the order of 800,000 to 900,000 elements
and, given the space requirements of the ORTHOMIN solver, could require on the order of
one Gbyte of memory.
Because these MC simulations depend upon numerical models to approximate ow and
transport of the tracer cloud, the amount of numerical error introduced by these models
can always be questioned. Previous work with these numerical techniques suggest that,
for a homogeneous medium and at the discretization levels used herein, this source of error would be very small [Sudicky, 1989; Sudicky and McLaren, 1992]. For instance, if one
examines examines plot of the macrodispersivities versus variance in log hydraulic conductivity presented in the companion paper [Na et al., this issue, Figure 3], it is apparent
that, as the variance in log hydraulic conductivity approaches zero, the estimated dispersivities approach the input, local dispersivities. However, the current simulations incorporate a heterogeneous medium and the numerical error associated with such simulations is
less well understood. Previous work by Burr [1992] suggests that reasonable agreement exists between velocity covariances estimated from data obtained from ow models similar
to those used herein and analytical, rst-order approximations of the velocity covariances.
On the other hand, very recent work by Cai et al. [1997], indicate that, for heterogeneity which produces very large contrasts in the hydraulic conductivity from cell to cell, the
correct velocity eld may not always be captured by the current numerical technique unless the computational grid is rather ne. While this problem cannot be ruled out in the
current simulations, we rather believe that the smoother hydraulic conductivity eld associated with the random eld generator used in this study make this source of error less
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signi cant. The larger problem, as far as these simulations are concerned, is the existence
of small oscillations in the concentration eld from the solution of the transport equation.
As discussed previously, we attempted to control this source of error by re ning the grid
mesh as needed. Except possibly for the very largest variances in hydraulic conditivity
used in this study, it is unlikely that numerical error from the modelling technique significantly impacts the moment results reported herein; rather, as discussed subsequently, a
more likely problem is the limited number of realizations used in these MC simulations.
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Estimation of Length Scales
As noted previously, the spectral technique for generating random elds does not recapture the input or target parameters used to initiate the generation process; this results
because the spectral random eld generator is a discrete approximation of a continuous
process [Robin et al., 1993]. A certain amount of information is lost when the continuous
process is discretized and when the in nite domain of its de nition is approximated by a
nite domain. The reason for discretizing is basically eciency: the fast-Fourier transform (FFT) can be used to invert the discretized process so as to obtain a complete eld
of correlated normal random variates with one application of the FFT. With regard to the
actual variance of the process, the discretization approximation is not a serious inconvenience: the resulting eld can be resampled and the variance estimated. Indeed, as multiple realizations of the process exist, the ensemble mean and ensemble variance of the variance statistic for individual realizations can be determined. However no equivalent statistics exist for the length scales x, y and z , leaving one with the problem of obtaining an
independent estimate of these parameters.
A common technique of estimating the length scales is to rst estimate the autocovariance function (or variogram) and then to t a model equation for the autocovariance
function (ACF) to this information [see e.g., Burr et al., 1994]. For this study the model
equation for the ACF would be (1); the length scales x, y and z become the tting parameters. A commonly used estimator for the ACF, in one dimension and as applied to a
single realization, is
nX
,j
C^j = n ,1 j (fi , f)(fi j , f)
(3)
+

i=1

where C^j is the sample ACF, j is the lag number, n is the sample size and
n
X

f = n1 fi
i=1
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is the sample mean of the process fi . This sample ACF is known to have the property that
nX
,1
j =,(n,1)


j
1 , n C^j = 0



(4)

(This result is a variant of equation (2:1) given by Percival [1993].) Note that C^ (the sample variance) and the weights 1 , jj=nj must be positive. If the lag region near the origin
is positive then, in order to accommodate (4), the sample ACF at some distance from the
origin must be largely negative. Also, as the weights 1 , jj=nj tend to zero for large lags j,
this negative region cannot be too distant from the origin. As with most ACF estimators,
(3) is biased; behavior (4) of (3) probably results from the particular nature of this bias.
The autocovariance estimator (3) is pathological in that its sample ACF may be expected
to go negative, even though the actual autocorrelation function of the process may be entirely non-negative. This behavior of the ACF estimator (3) is particularly vexing if one is
intent on estimating the length scales x , y and z from sample ACF data by some sort
of residual minimization scheme; unwarranted negative estimates for the ACF in the tail
region falsely weight the results toward smaller length-scale estimates. In three dimensions
a large fringe of negative autocovariance estimates can heavily in uence regression results.
Other ACF estimation schemes we considered su ered similar debilities as (3), although
often not as extreme.
0

A potential solution to the problem of length-scale estimation would be to use the
least-biased ACF estimator available in conjunction with a parameter estimation scheme
which strongly weights the small lag information [Cressie, 1991]. However, we considered
that this procedure would be little or no better than the scheme that we eventually did
use to estimate length scales. The procedure we employed uses the integral scale which,
for the x direction, is de ned from the three-dimensional ACF Cf (~s) as
x = 12
f

Z
0

1

+

1

Cf (~s) sy =0;sz =0 dsx = 21 2
Cf (~s) sy =0;sz =0 dsx
f ,1
Z

+

(5)
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where ~s = ~x , ~x0. Because the ACF is related to its spectrum Sf (~!) by the Fourier transform, where ~! = (!x; !y; !z ) is a vector of the Fourier wave numbers, such that
Cf (~s) =

Z

1 Z +1 Z +1

+

,1 ,1 ,1

exp[i~s  ~! ]Sf (~! ) d~!

(6)

the integral scale x can be obtained from the spectrum:
x = 2
f

1 Z +1

Z

+

,1 ,1

Sf (~! ) d!y d!z



!x =0

(7)

which results from applying (5) to (6). Since the eld generator used in this study utilizes the spectrum of (1) discretized over a nite domain, this discretized spectrum can be
summed directly to form an approximation of (7) [Robin et al., 1993]; this procedure yields
estimates of the length scales ^x, ^y and ^z that are not perturbed by the random number
generator. That is, only e ects of discretizing f (~x) in a nite domain is accounted for by
this direct spectral procedure; any e ect resulting from the multiplicative zero-mean random noise added in the eld generation is implicitly ignored. In essence, an approximation
of a length scale obtained by this scheme should be approximately equivalent to the mean
of an estimate in which this randomness is accounted for.
Figure 1 shows the mean sample ACF for lags in the x direction as estimated from 20
realizations of the process; the sample ACF was obtained using a three-dimensional estimator similar to (3) but slightly less biased. The sample ACFs on which the mean was
constructed were estimated from generated three-dimensional elds f (~x) in which an input
length scale x for the generation process was six meters (y was four meters and z was
two meters). Each generated realization had dimensions of 40 m, 20 m and 10 m in the x, y
and z directions; the maximum allowed lag distance for purposes of correlation estimation
was 18 m, 12 m and 6 m in each of these directions. The error bars in Figure 1 represent
the approximate standard error of the mean ACF; the standard deviation for the sample
ACF was estimated from the 20 sample ACFs obtained from the individual realizations.
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Using the estimation procedure based on the descritized spectrum, ^x was estimated to be
6:16 meters (^y = 4:21 m and ^z = 1:96 m); using (1), this result is represented as a dashed
line on Figure 1. A weighted least squares procedure, using the standard error estimates
of the mean sample ACF as weights, was also used to estimate length scales directly from
the three-dimensional mean sample ACF data; these results are present as a solid line in
Figure 1 (^x = 5:46 m, ^y = 3:06 m and ^z = 1:54 m). The t is clearly inferior; we suspect
that the length scales are underestimated because of the presences of negative values for
the mean sample ACF for large lags in combinations of the x, y and z directions (the mean
sample ACF for large lags in the individual x, y or z directions demonstrated no negative
values). For actual eld data, it is probable that either a better weighting technique or
even a data censoring scheme could be devised to help remedy this problem; for this study,
we considered that the estimation scheme based on the discretized spectrum to be at least
comparable in quality to any scheme based on least squares estimation and the sample
ACF data.
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Boundary E ects
The presence of boundary e ects on the ow eld in heterogeneous porous media has
been recognized for some time [e.g., Na and Vecchia, 1986, Bellin et al., 1992]. The objective of most MC simulations of subsurface transport is to emulate an in nite domain;
thus e orts are made to keep the transport aspect of the simulation as free of the in uence these conditions as possible. We examined the velocity eld for the e ects of boundary conditions; in particular, the variances in Vx, Vy and Vz velocity components were estimated along the midlines of the domain. That is, along rows of elements forming the
midlines of the domain in the x, y and z directions the velocity components Vx, Vy and Vz
were collected from every realization of the MC experiment; these data, over multiple realizations, were used to calculate the sample variances of the three velocity components
for each element. The estimated variances for each element were based on 900 realizations
of the ow process, obtained by running the MC simulator in a ow-only mode. For these
simulations, the input horizontal length scales x and y were chosen equal. The simulations were made with two di erent variances in the hydraulic conductivity eld (^f  0:09
and ^f  0:9) and two di erent anisotropy ratios (^h =^z = 3:9 and ^h =^z = 21). Here, because of discretization factors discussed previously, the output length scales ^x and ^y are
q
not exactly equal; a common horizontal length scale is approximated as ^h = ^x^y (the
di erence in ^x and ^y are small: ^x = 5:79 m and ^y = 5:63 m in one case and ^x = 1:23 m
and ^y = 1:22 m in the other.).
2

2

The e ect of the no- ow boundaries on the Vy and Vz components are shown in Figures
2, 3 and 4; all variances have been normalized by the mean of the Vx velocity component.
Note that, even with 900 realizations, the depicted relative variances are yet rather noisy;
however, a number of trends are detectable. The variance in Vy in the y direction and Vz
in the z direction tend to zero as the lateral domain boundary is approached. In the case
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of the variance of Vy in the y direction (Figure 2), at a distance somewhat greater than
one length scale ^y from the boundary, the velocity variance pro les approach a somewhat
constant value over the center of the ow cell. The medium hydraulic conductivity is essentially isotropic in the x-y plane, and varies more slowly in this plane than in the z direction. For the variance of Vz in the z direction (Figure 3), a constant variance value is
approached only after a distance of two to three length scales ^z from the ow-cell boundary. The z direction is the direction of more rapid variation in the scalar f (~x) eld; this
result suggests that the e ect of anisotropy on the velocity variance is to cause the velocity
component coincidental with the direction of the most rapid variation in f (~x) to have the
largest boundary transition zone. Note that the variance in Vy in the z direction (Figure
3) and Vz in the y direction (Figure 2) are only mildly a ected by the presence of no- ow
boundaries, exhibiting a tendency to increase slightly near a boundary.
The variance of Vx in the x, y and z directions demonstrated no visible e ect due to
the imposition of boundary conditions; variance values of the Vx component from elements
next to a no- ow or constant head boundary were essentially indistinguishable from the
rest of the variance pro le. However, the constant head boundary conditions do exert considerable in uence on the variance in the Vy and Vz velocity components, as demonstrated
by Figure 4. In contrast to the lateral directions, the Vz component generally exhibits a
rather abrupt transition from essential zero variance near the constant head boundaries to
nearly constant variance values over the interior of the domain. For the Vy component, a
transition zone of at least one length scale ^x may be necessary before a somewhat constant variance in the x direction is obtained. This broader transition zone for the Vy component is associated with the smaller value of the variance in log hydraulic conductivity
(^f  0:09); when ^f  0:9 then the width of the transition zone is not unlike that of the
Vz component. Why the transition zone for Vy in the x direction should be broader for the
smaller value of ^f than for the larger ^f value is not understood.
2

2

2

2
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As mentioned earlier, a boundary exclusion zone interior to the ow cell, from which
no ow or transport data would be collected, was created to ameliorate for these nonstationary ow eld characteristics. The zone consisted of a rind of elements parallel to the
domain boundaries from which no data, whether velocity or concentration, was collected.
The interior of the exclusion zone de ned a detection boundary along which plume concentrations were monitored; in the absence of an exclusion zone, the ow cell boundary
itself became the detection boundary. Plume moment information was excluded from the
data sets by simply terminating a simulation if the nodal concentration on the detection
boundary exceeded three percent of the maximum concentration. The size of these exclusion zones had to be balanced by the memory requirements resulting from the rather
ne discretization used in the modelling e ort; this trade-o resulted in the use of only
a small exclusion zones lateral to the mean ow direction and no exclusion zone in the x
direction (the domain limits served as the detection boundary). The lateral boundary exclusion zone consisted of a region one input length scale y or z thick adjoining the y and
z boundaries. As most of the simulations were run with an input anisotropy x =z of 10,
it is clear that some deviation from a free domain, particularly in the z direction was unavoidable. For the velocity eld, most of the statistics collected concern the Vx velocity
component and therefore are not as likely to be in uenced by boundary e ects. Plume
moments, to be discussed largely in the companion paper, are more likely to have been affected. As plume simulation was discontinued when the detection zone was encountered,
the rst instance of mass arrival at the downstream boundary was sucient to cause termination. That the leading edge of the plume would encounter little or no variation in
the Vy and Vz velocity components near the downstream boundary was considered to be of
little or no consequence to the overall moment calculations for the plume. On the other
hand, the persistence of the boundary e ects in the z direction is more likely to have affected, to a small degree, the vertical transverse second moment. Overall, considering the
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quality of the estimated plume moments as determined from a typical 20 realization MC
experiment, it is usually not feasible to separate small e ects resulting from the imposition
of boundary conditions from simple noise in the simulation.

20

E ect of Source Region Hydraulic Conductivity on First Moment
The average hydraulic conductivity of the source region from whence the plume emanates can a ect immensely the overall travel time of the plume. To illustrate this e ect,
200 realizations of the hydraulic conductivity eld for a given ow cell geometry were generated. The x, y and z dimensions of the ow cell were 60 m, 14 m and 8:5 m; a source box
with dimensions 0:66  0:5  0:25 m , centered in the ow cell two meters from the upstream
boundary, was given an initial concentration of unity. Input length scales of x = y = 2:5
meters and z = 0:25 meters were used in the simulations; the variance in `nK (~x) was estimated to be 0:44. The spatial-average hydraulic conductivity of the source region for each
of the 200 realizations was calculated. A histogram of these mean hydraulic conductivities of the source region was constructed and estimates of the mean and standard deviation, ^m and ^m, were obtained. The histogram was divided into six intervals based on
the estimated standard deviation of the source region mean hydraulic conductivity: ,1 to
,2^m + ^m , ,2^m + ^m to ,^m + ^m , ,^m + ^m to ^m , ^m to ^m + ^m , ^m + ^m to 2^m + ^m , and
2^m + ^m to 1. From each of these six intervals, ve realizations were selected for transport
modelling. Mean moment results for every interval, obtained from the ve plume simulations, give approximate information as to the e ect of source-region hydraulic conductivity on plume behavior. The mean rst moment results, describing the approximate mean
plume location hXci in the x direction for each of this six intervals, is depicted in Figure 5.
Although the slope of these rst moments tends to become constant and similar with increasing travel time, the e ect of variation in the source region hydraulic conductivity is
to cause considerable deviation in the mean arrival time of the plume at a downgradient
point; a maximum di erence of almost three length scales in travel distance of hXc i is to be
observed from this gure.
3
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For the modeller, the fact that variation in hydraulic conductivity of the source region
can cause the plume to have this amount of initial variation in mean velocity has consequences as to the domain size. To incorporate the initial velocity variation demonstrated
in Figure 5 would involve making the domain suciently large to accommodate the approximate three length scales of travel variation in hXci; an enlargement of the domain to
accommodate this variation would be the minimum possible as neither the amount of variation in each Xc pro le nor the e ect of increased capacity for lateral dispersion on the
overall domain width have been taken into account. This results because our strategy was
to use a single time interval, over all realizations, to de ne the late-time macrodispersion
coecient [see Na et al., this issue]. As late-time plume behavior is the principle objective of this study, this initial variation in the plume location was considered to be more of
a nuisance factor than an important aspect of the study. Thus, for reasons of computational eciency and interpretation of results, an alternate to a completely unconditioned
simulation was sought.
One can obtain the composite mean plume centroid hhXc ii by weighting the individual mean centroids hXci by the relative number of realizations in each histogram interval;
the composite centroid is shown as a solid line on Figure 5. The hXc i pro le for the histogram interval ,^m + ^m to ^m corresponds reasonably well to this composite. Primarily
as a memory saving feature, all simulations in this study were selected from those realizations between one negative standard deviation of the mean and the mean of the mean
source-region hydraulic conductivity. Accomplishment of this objective entailed running,
for every MC scenario, a pre-Monte-Carlo run in which 200 realizations of the ow-cell hydraulic conductivity were generated; from these 200 realizations, 40 or more would have
a mean source region hydraulic conductivity in the interval ,^m + ^m to ^m ; from these
40 or more realizations, a subset was selected to test the scenario in question. In essence,
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the tracer results presented in this paper are conditioned by using this operation to preselect the source-region hydraulic conductivities. While no appreciable e ect of this form of
conditioning was noted on rst-moment results from these simulations, some e ect on the
second-central moments may be present; this possibility is noted in the conclusions of the
companion paper [Na et al., this issue].
One result of this form of conditioning is that the variance in plume centroid location
Xc could be signi cantly diminished as compared to MC simulations where the source region hydraulic conductivity is unrestrained. To examine this possibility, the initial ve
realizations in the ,^m + ^m to ^m histogram interval were extended to a typical 20 realization set; then the plume centroid variance, ^X , from this conditioned MC simulation
was compared to the centroid variance obtained from the composite set. The results of
this comparison indicated that any di erence in the two variances is not sucient to be
detectable with the error involved in a typical 20 realization MC simulation. In this case,
the conditioned simulation actually yielded more variance in Xc than did the composite
simulation results, although the late-time slopes of the two variance curves were nearly
identical. This latter result is probably an indicator of one of the conclusions of this study:
it is dicult to make comparisons between moment results from these MC simulations,
unless the di erence being sought is large on its own accord or an immense number of realizations are utilized in the simulations.
c
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E ective Hydraulic Conductivity
In the process of performing MC simulations, an immense amount of data is collected
which is not directly related to the plume migration; this data often can be used to analyze ancillary phenomena. One of these phenomena is the e ective hydraulic conductivity
of the ow cell; the e ective hydraulic conductivity for the x direction is de ned as
[qx]
Keff = ,EE[@h=@x
]
where E[@h=@x] is the mean gradient of the ow cell and E[qx] is the mean speci c discharge in the x direction. Estimates of mean heads hh(x)i at each location x are obtained
by rst averaging, for each realization, over the interior heads within y; z cross sections and
then by averaging those single-realization means over the realizations in the MC simulation. The mean gradient was estimated by tting a straight line to the mean heads, exclusive of a very few locations in the immediate vicinity of the x boundaries; a straight
line provided a very good t to the x-direction mean head data. As both mean and gradient estimators are linear, h@h=@xi = @hhi=@x. Speci c discharge information is routinely
collected for the interior elements (all ow cell elements less the boundary exclusion elements); when averaged over the interior elements and over realizations, an approximation
hqx i for the mean speci c discharge in the x-direction is formed. Given that E [qx]  hqx i and
E [@h=@x]  h@h=@xi are reasonable approximations, then the e ective hydraulic conductivity can be estimated from the above form. Two scenarios, one for di erent variances in log
hydraulic conductivity and another for di erent anisotropy ratios, are reported on herein.
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For the scenario with di erent variances in the hydraulic conductivity, a ow cell with
dimensions 60  15  10 m (x,y,z) with a head di erence of 0:2 meters across the cell was
used. The geometric mean hydraulic conductivity K`, as calculated over all 20 realizations in these simulations, was 9:97 m=d. The anisotropy, as calculated from ^h =^z , where
q
^h = ^x ^ y , was 10:0. The mean gradient, because of the imposed constant-head boundary
conditions, is very nearly constant from simulation to simulation. The resulting e ective
hydraulic conductivity Keff , for varying values of ^f , is presented in Figure 6. Assuming
that the variance of the mean gradient estimate h@h=@xi is small and therefore negligible,
error bars for the Keff can be obtained from the standard error for the estimated mean
of qx, as determined from the realization to realization variation in qx; these error bars,
as might be expected, increase with increasing variance in the log hydraulic conductivity.
The error bars indicate that Keff for the smaller ^f are quite well determined, but less so
as ^f approaches unity.
3
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2
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A theoretical rst-order relation for the e ective hydraulic conductivity, given by Gelhar and Axness [1983, equation (59)], is


Kx  K` + K` 12 , g11 f2

(8)

where Kx is the x direction component of the e ective hydraulic conductivity tensor, and
g is the following correction factor for the statistical anisotropy  of the medium:
11

g11
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#

(9)
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[Gelhar and Axness, 1983, equation 53]. We will consider that, for the purposes of this
study,  = ^h =^z . The function g () is monotonically decreasing such that, as  ! 1,
g ! 0; thus K` (1 + f =2) is the rst-order approximation of Kx for this asymptote.
For this case, an exact expression for the e ective hydraulic conductivity is available:


Kx ! K` exp f =2 as  ! 1; for f > 0, this expression is always greater than the rstorder approximation [Indelman and Abramovich, 1994]. Equation (8), evaluated using the
ratio  = 10:0 as the appropriate measure of medium statistical anisotropy, is depicted as a
continuous function of f in Figure 6 (dashed line). For small ^f the t of the theoretical
to experimental results appears quite good; only as ^f approaches unity does the t deviate signi cantly. A t of a quadratic polynomial to the experimental Keff data of Figure 6
indicates that the relation of Keff to ^f is
11
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11

2

2

2

2

2
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Keff = 10:00 + 4:11^f2 + 0:53^f4

(10)

Given that (10) is representative of a higher-order approximation, a rst-order approximation, equivalent to (8), can be obtained by truncating this expression after the ^f term:
2

Keff  10:00 + 4:11^f2

Using a statistical anisotropy of  = 10:0 in (9), a value of 0:0696 is obtained for g ; the
quantity K` , , g , given that K` = 9:97 m=d, is about 4:3 m=d. To obtain the 4:11 m=d
value suggested by equation (10), a value for g of about 0:09 is necessary; expression (9)
will yield this value only if the statistical anisotropy is about eight; as noted subsequently,
this slight di erence is probably attributable to the insensitivity of Kx to the statistical
anisotropy.
11

1
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11
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Gelhar and Axness, [1983, equation 60] also suggest that an in nite-order extension of
(8) might be

 
Kx = K` exp 21 , g f
(11)
11

2
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A second-order approximation, based on this conjecture, results if the exponential in (11) is
expanded such that
Kx  K` + K` 21 , g





11


2
K
1
`
f + 2 2 , g11 f4

(12)

2

If one assumes that K` , , g  = 4:11 m=d, and that K` = 10:0 m=d, then K` , , g  =2 =
0:84 m=d, which is signi cantly larger than the coecient for the second-order term in (10).
Thus, these Monte Carlo results don't appear to sustain the conjectured exponential relation. The second-order analysis by Indelman and Abramovich [1994, equation (25)] indicates that a correction factor must be added to the second-order term in (12) such that
1
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Kx  K` + K` 21 , g
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(13)

where is a complex integral of the f (~x) autocorrelation function; their Figure 4 indicates that ,2 is unlikely to exceed 0:45 and, for  = 10:0, is on the order of 0:3. The difference between the coecients of the second-order terms in (10) and (13) suggests that
K` =2  ,0:31 and that ,2  0:12, or about half that one would expect from the
second-order correction as derived by Indelman and Abramovich [1994]. The large coecient for the quadratic term given in (10) indicates that the values depicted in Figure
4 of Indelman and Abramovich [1994] are excessive; however, without a correction of this
nature, (12) alone produces even more quadratic curvature. It would seem that, for the
second-order approximation, a correction factor of this nature is needed, but may not be
as large as that indicated by Indelman and Abramovich [1994].
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To test for the e ect of anisotropy on ow, an initial ow cell 60  14  24 m was constructed wherein the input length scales were x = y = 3 m and z = 0:6 m. Di erent
anisotropies were e ected by shrinking the ow cell in the z direction while maintaining
the ratio of the original input length scale z to the original z dimension of the ow cell
(i.e., z nz =z was maintained at 40). E ectively, the input length scales x and y were
maintained constant at three meters for all simulations while z was allowed to vary. The
estimated variance in the log hydraulic conductivity, ^f , was 0:443 and the geometric mean
hydraulic conductivity was K` = 9:78 m=d; the head di erence across the cell was again
0:2 m. The resulting e ective hydraulic conductivity for these simulations, as a function
of the estimate anisotropy ratio ^h =^z , is depicted in Figure 7; the error bars were constructed as before. The rst-order approximation (8), evaluated for the above parameter
estimates, is plotted on this gure as a dashed line. The t of theoretical to experimental, in this case, is rather good, suggesting that the function g of Gelhar and Axness
[1983] adequately compensates for variation in the statistical anisotropy. It is noteworthy that the second-order analysis of Indelman and Abramovich [1994, their Figure 7] indicates that, for an anisotropic ratio somewhat less than ten, the rst-order approximation should cross over the e ective hydraulic conductivity curve, as occurs in our Figure
7. Because exp(f =2)  1 + f =2, it is to be expected that Keff will eventually exceed the
rst-order approximation as  ! 1. However, the large error bars associated with the MC
results suggest that the location of the cross-over point is dicult to predict with con dence; this similarity between the MC results and the second-order analysis of Indelman
and Abramovich [1994] could be coincidental, although it seems unlikely. The theoretical,
rst-order curve tends to atten as the statistical anisotropy increases; that is, the e ective
hydraulic conductivity becomes less sensitive to changes in this parameter. The theoretical maximum value that Keff can achieve, under these circumstances, is the arithmetic
3
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mean of the hydraulic conductivity, which in this case is K` exp(f =2)  12:2 m=d; the maximum value achievable by the rst-order approximation is 11:9 m=d. While these asymptotes are approached only slowly with increasing statistical anisotropy, 90% of the change
(from 10 m=d to 12 m=d) would be obtained when an anisotropy ratio of 20 is reached.
2

A second-order approximation, based on equation (13), can be devised from (12) by
rst evaluating this expression with f = 0:443 and with anisotropy values  equivalent
to ^h=^z from the MC results. Assuming that the MC results are accurate and can be adequately modelled by the second-order expression (13), then the di erence between the Keff
values from the MC simulations and the Kx values from (12), appropriately evaluated, is a
simple linear function of the second-order correction factor . Values for the correction factor, so derived, are plotted in Figure 8; a quadratic polynomial has been t to this
data. Using this quadratic polynomial as an estimate of , (13) was evaluated and the result plotted on Figure 7 (solid line). Note that the ,2 values thus derived are considerably smaller than those given by Indelman and Abramovich [1994, their Figure 4]; indeed,
the values here are even smaller than that found in the f scenario above. To obtain more
precise estimates of these values, by MC simulation, one would need many more realizations than used in this study. In general, results from both the f and the statistical
anistropy scenarios strongly suggest that the Indelman and Abramovich [1994] correction
factor is viable and is an important aspect of the e ective hydraulic conductivity when f
is large. These MC simulations also indicate that their analytical results may overestimate
the strength of the correction factor but, given the quality of the MC results (the statistical anistropy scenario in particular), this can only be conjuctured.
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Plume Velocity
In most subsurface transport studies, the mean plume velocity, about which spreading
occurs, is assumed to be equivalent to the mean seepage velocity of the ow system. Some
investigators have indicated that this assumption may be overly simplistic (see, e.g., Freeze
and Cherry [1979, p.71]); the purpose of this section is to present whatever evidence concerning this assumption that these MC simulations may provide. MC simulations of tracer
migration were performed in association with the two ow scenarios presented in the previous section; the plume was started from an initial box near the upstream end of the ow
cells. The centroid velocity, Vc, of each plume realization was obtained from the late-time
portion of the x-direction rst-moment curves; the technique used to obtain these moments
is detailed in the companion paper [Na et al., this issue] and the method used to derive
velocities from these moment curves is detailed in the next section. The mean centroid
velocity, hVci, is estimated from these individual realization plume velocities, as is the standard deviation of Vc. The mean seepage velocity, hVxi, can be estimated directly from the
mean speci c discharge hqxi by dividing by the porosity (assumed constant in this study).
Mean centroid plume and seepage velocities, as a function of variance in log hydraulic
conductivity, are depicted in Figure 9. The estimated statistical anisotropy for this case is
^h =^z = 10:0 and local dispersivities are maintained at ` = 0:1 m and t = 0:01 m. These
results indicate that the ensemble average cloud centroid velocity is slightly smaller than
the mean seepage velocity; the ratio of the two velocities hVxi=hVci varies from 1:01 for the
smaller value of ^f to 1:05 for the largest value of ^f . The error bars on this gure represent the standard error for the statistic hVxi , hVci; using the standard error for this difference statistic, rather than hVc i and hVxi separately, allows for the incorporation of variability from both sources into a single standard error estimate (placement of the error bar
on hVci rather than hVxi is arbitrary). These error bars indicate that the di erence in the
2

2
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two means depicted in Figure 9 are only marginally signi cant. More directly, by assuming
that Vc and Vx themselves are normally distributed, one can use the t statistic to estimate
the signi cance of these di erences. Under the hypothesis that hVci and hVx i are identical,
then the probability of obtaining a di erence this large or larger from simple random variation ranges from 0:28, for ^f = 0:437, to 0:35, for ^f = 0:874. While these probabilities are
small, they are not so small that one could consider it improbable that these means are
identical. Because of the small magnitude in the di erences between hVxi and hVci plus the
marginal signi cance of these di erences for this scenario, it is not possible to state explicitly that the hVxi and hVc i are truly di erent means.
2

2

Mean plume and seepage velocities as a function of statistical anisotropy are presented in Figure 10. The estimated variance in log hydraulic conductivity for this case is
^f = 0:443; the local dispersivities remain xed at ` = 0:1 m and t = 0:01 m. Here, for the
smallest anisotropy ratio (^h=^z = 4:96), the di erence between hVxi and hVci does appear
to be signi cant as the error bar for hVc i does not include the hVxi data (the error bars are
again based on the standard error of the di erence statistic hVxi , hVci); the ratio of hVxi to
hVc i is 1:06 for this anisotropy value. However, hVx i and hVc i are essentially identical when
the anisotropy ratio is 9:92 or greater, indicating that, if any di erences do exist, they are
associated with smaller anisotropy ratios. Note that, in contrast to Figure 9, the widths
of the error bars are nearly constant for all values of ^h =^z . A trend toward a di erence
in hVxi and hVc i with smaller anisotropy ratios is not hampered by ever larger error bars.
Using a t statistic and given the hypothesis that hVxi and hVci are equal, the probability
of obtaining, from simple random variation, a di erence as large or larger than those observed is 0:21 for the ratio ^h =^z = 4:92. For ^h =^z = 6:62, this probability increases to 0:49
and is nearly one for the larger ratios.
2
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Figure 9 and 10 do share one data location in common: ^h =^z  10 and ^f  0:44.
For Figure 9, the estimated values of hVxi and hVci are 0:0991 m=d and 0:0953 m=d, respectively. For Figure 10, the equivalent estimated values are both 0:0972 m=d. One would expect that, as the number of realizations for both scenarios approached in nity, both hVx i
and hVci would take on values corresponding to their equivalent population parameters
(hVxi and hVc i are simply statistics with their appropriate distributions). Thus, the di erences exhibited here between the two values for hVxi and between the two values for hVci
can be attributed to variation associated with a 20 realization MC simulation. The hVxi
data presented in Figures 9 and 10 are the basis for the e ective hydraulic conductivity
results presented in the previous section; these results, which generally produce good ts
with rst-order approximations, suggest that the hVxi results are reasonable representations
of the mean seepage velocity. That hVxi and hVc i do agree over a considerable range in Figure 10 does inspire some con dence that these results might be representative of their true
means, even though the error bars are large.
2

If a di erence between hVxi and hVc i exists, it is probably small, being on the order of
5% or less. Because the e ect being sought (should it exist) is likely to be small and the
error bars are large, no absolute resolution as to whether hVx i and hVci are equivalent or
di erent is available from this study. For the scenario where the variance in log hydraulic
conductivity was allowed to vary, because of the marginal signi cance of the di erence between hVxi and hVci, it is not possible to state explicitly that the observed di erences are
signi cant. On the other hand, for the scenario where the statistical anisotropy was allowed to vary, there is evidence for both the equivalency of hVxi and hVc i (large anisotropy
ratios) and for a signi cant di erence between hVxi and hVci (small anisotropy ratios). Only
when the statistical anisotropy is small does it appear possible that hVxi is signi cantly different from hVc i. This latter observation is somewhat bolstered by the relation of the error
bars to the trend present in Figure 10. As the anisotropy ratio decreases, the di erence
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between hVx i and hVci increases while the error bars remain approximately constant, suggesting that the di erence should be signi cant at very small anisotropies.
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Variance in Velocity of Plume Centroid
The primary objective of this section is to report on the e ect of source-size thickness
and local transverse dispersion on the variance in plume centroid velocity. With other parameters constant, work by Dagan [1990, 1991] suggests that the variance in plume velocity should decrease with increasing thickness of the source region box. The e ect of
source-size thickness on the variance in plume centroid velocity was examined using a ow
cell which was somewhat larger than normal in the z direction; the cell dimensions were
60  15  10:5 m ; the z dimension of the source region box Iz was allowed to vary from 1=8
meter to one meter. The e ective length scales of the medium were ^x = 2:78 m, ^y = 2:79 m
and ^z = 0:278 m; the mean variance in f (~x) was 0:512. Thus, the relative depth Iz =^z of
the source box varies from 0.45 to 3.6. This range of source region thicknesses, which was
basically forced by the memory restrictions of the modelling e ort, suces to give one an
indication of the e ect of source size.
3

The variance in plume centroid velocity is a function of the travel time of the plume.
To illustrate this concept, a comparison between the mean plume centroid hXci in the x
direction and the equivalent centroid of an individual realization plume Xc is shown in Figure 11 for the case where Iz =^z = 0:45. Note that the 20 realization mean centroid hXci
pro le is somewhat shorter than the single-realization Xc result. One or more plume realizations encountered the detection boundary before the end of the 300 day limit of the
simulation; a complete 20 realization suite is available only to day 260 of the simulation.
In this study, the mean plume velocity hVci in the x direction is de ned as the slope of a
straight-line t to the late-time hXc i data, as indicated in this gure. An estimate of the
centroid velocity for a single realization can be obtained by tting a straight line to the
single-realization pro le over the same time period as that used in the mean pro le (in this
case, 60 to 260 days). The mean, over all realizations, of these approximate centroid velocities is essentially identical to the mean velocity obtained from tting the hXc i pro le
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directly; these approximate, individual realization plume velocities are useful for evaluating the standard error (estimates of the standard error for hVx i , hVci of the previous section use these individual realization estimates for Vc). However, this procedure obviously
doesn't capture the temporal aspect of the variation in Vc. To capture this aspect of the
velocity variation, individual realization Xc data were di erenced to approximate Vc as a
function of time; for every time step, the variance of Vc was then estimated across the 20
realizations of the simulation. These results, plotted as the coecient of variation for Vc(t),
are presented in Figures 12: Figure 12a depicts the result for Iz =^z = 0:45 and Figure 12b
is for Iz =^z = 3:6. The coecient of variation for Vc(t) decreases by a factor of two over
the 10 length scales ^x of travel time shown in these gures; the rate of decrease appears
to moderate near the end of the simulation travel time. The straight-line slope method of
approximating an average variance for Vc produces a coecient of variation which agrees
approximately with the late-time results of Figures 12a and 12b. Thus, while the straightline slope approximation does not capture the temporal variation in plume velocity, it does
provide, for the simulation period in question, a representative measure of the variation in
centroid velocity. This approximate measure of the variation in Vc is used in this study to
evaluate the e ect of source size on the variation in Vc; similar measures are used in the
companion paper [Na et al., this issue] to estimate variability in certain macrodispersive
properties of the plume.
The coecient of variation for Vc, based on the straight-line slope approximation, as a
function of relative source thickness Iz =^z is shown in Figure 13. This measure for the variance in Vc suggests that, as indicated indirectly by Dagan [1990, 1991], the variation in Vc
does decrease with increasing source size perpendicular to the direction of ow; the rate of
decrease however is rather slow. If one hazards to extrapolate the best- t quadratic line
to these data, then a minimum source size of about 20 length scales z would be necessary
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before the coecient of variation depicted in Figure 13 becomes essentially null. This result indicates that, before one can expect a eld plume to move with a nearly constant velocity consistent with its mean, the tracer cloud should be injected over at least 20 length
scales z . The importance of this variation in Vc not only lies in how closely Vc approaches
hVc i, but also in that this variation in the mean plume velocity causes the mean cloud to
have an enhanced apparent dispersion; this enhanced apparent dispersion is discussed in
the companion paper.
The e ect of local transverse dispersion on the variance in plume centroid velocity
was examined using a ow cell whose lateral dimensions were enlarged to accommodate a
range of local transverse dispersivities without otherwise altering the MC simulation; these
dimensions were 6019:514:5 m . The e ective length scales of the generated medium were
^x = 2:78 m, ^y = 2:79 m and ^z = 0:278 m; the mean variance in f (~x) was 0:527. The transverse dispersivities t were allowed to vary from 0:005 m to 0:05 m; the relative transverse
dispersivity t=^z varied from 0:018 to 0:18. The longitudinal component ` was held constant at 0:1 m. The variance in Vc was again approximated using the straight-line slope approximation with an estimation interval from 75 to 250 days; hVc i was very nearly constant
at 0:102 m=d for all values of t=^z . The results of this investigation, depicted in Figure 14,
indicate that, when the plume undergoes increased lateral spreading through increased values of the local transverse dispersivity, the variance in centroid velocity is diminished. Increasing t=^z by a factor of ten decreases the coecient of variation by a factor less than
2. Local transverse dispersion apparently has the e ect of spreading the cloud over an ever
greater volume and thus averaging more of the velocity eld into the plume migration. It
is probable that the decrease in the coecient of variation with plume travel shown in Figure 12 is attributable to a similar phenomena; that is, as the tracer cloud grows laterally
in response to local transverse dispersion, it encompasses more of the heterogeneous formation; this lateral smearing of the plume decreases the overall variability in Vc in a manner
3
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similar to that of increasing in the lateral dimension of the injection zone. Increasing t independently of the hydraulic conductivity K , as done here, is not entirely realistic; t and
K are likely to be related in most eld situations and thus an increase in the mean of one
should be accompanied by an increase in the mean of the other. Here we only attempt to
demonstrate the e ect t has on the variance in cloud velocity.
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Concluding Remarks
Estimation of length scales for a given covariance model from either arti cially generated random elds or from actual eld data is a dicult problem. Because common covariance functions or variogram estimators produce unreasonable estimates for large lags,
and as the in uence of these large-lag estimates increases with increased dimensionality of
the problem, the usual least-squares approximation techniques produce poor estimates of
these quantities. A data censoring technique, or a weighted least-squares approximation
similar to that suggested by [Cressie, 1991], may be necessary to produce reasonable estimates of length scales in two and three dimensions.
The second-order approximation for the e ective hydraulic conductivity, as conceived
by Indelman and Abramovich [1994], shows general agreement with the Monte-Carlo simulation results obtained in this study. The presence of a correction factor, , in the
second-order term appears to be necessary, although their theoretical results may overstate this factor. The shape of the correction factor, as given by Indelman and Abramovich
[1994], agrees generally with the Monte-Carlo simulation results, although this agreement
could be serendipitous because of the large standard errors associated with the statistical
anisotropy senario.
11

To determine whether the di erences found in this study between the mean plume
centroid velocity and the mean seepage velocity are signi cant, Monte-Carlo simulations
with more realizations than used herein are needed. This is somewhat problematic since,
in order to decrease the standard error of these estimated means by a factor of two, four
times as many realizations will be necessary (a reduction by at least a factor of two would
be desirable). With these current results, one can only posit that, when the statistical
anisotropy h=z is small, hVci is likely to be smaller than hVxi. That is, it is to be expected
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that the the mean velocity of the plume will be slightly retarded relative to the mean seepage velocity as the medium heterogeneity causes the uid to deviate further from the mean
ow path. If the very tentative results of Figure 9 were to be believed, then this e ect
would be enhanced by increasing the variance in the log hydraulic conductivity.
An ancillary conclusion from the comparison between hVc i and hVxi concerns the poor
correspondence of results between di erent scenarios in which each scenario contains a
common parameter set. Monte-Carlo simulations for the variance in hydraulic conductivity and the statistical anisotropy scenarios (Figures 9 and 10) were run with independent
sets of random elds K (~x), but with one 20 realization Monte-Carlo simulation from each
having common input parameters. The poor correspondence of results for these two simulations indicates that it is desirable to increase the number of realizations in these MonteCarlo simulations signi cantly so as to obtain a better correspondence. With the 20 realization simulations used herein, it is possible to detect trends within any one scenario
(provided the set of generated K (~x) elds do not change from case to case within the scenario), but comparisons between scenarios, with independent K (~x) elds, were not of the
quality that we had sought. This e ect is also apparent from simulations presented in the
companion paper [Na et al., this issue].
The lateral dimension of a tracer plume, relative to the average size of a heterogeneity within the medium, is an important element in controlling the relative variance of the
centroidal velocity of the plume. For these simulations, it was found that the standard deviation of the plume velocity for any realization, as determined by tting a straight line
to a plot of the advance of the x-direction centroid versus time, was on the order of 0:1
times the mean centroidal velocity. As the plume becomes larger, either by injection over
a larger volume or by natural growth resulting from transverse dispersion, then it is to be
expected that the variance will be yet further reduced (it is considered likely that most
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naturally occurring plumes will cover many more vertical length scales than allowed in
these simulations). That plume velocities determined by the best- t straight-line approximation method should have such small coecients of variation suggests that the centroidal
velocity, as determined from a eld tracer test and by a similar method, should be a reasonable estimate of the overall mean plume velocity. As a consequence, one can speculate
that inverse methods which use the motion of a tracer cloud as an observation should also
capture the mean plume and ground-water velocity relatively well.
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Figure Captions
Figure 1. Results of sample autocovariance function estimation problem. Dots represent mean of
estimated ACF. Dashed and solid lines are results of using estimated length scale in x
directions to evaluate equation (1): dashed represents weighted least squares estimate
and solid represents spectral estimate.
Figure 2. Estimated normalized velocity variance, for y and z velocity components, in y direction
(900 realization experiment).
Figure 3. Estimated normalized velocity variance, for y and z velocity components, in z direction
(900 realization experiment).
Figure 4. Estimated normalized velocity variance, for y and z velocity components, in x direction
(900 realization experiment).
Figure 5. E ect of initial region hydraulic conductivity on plume centroid location, Xc. Mean rst
moments, hXci, for class intervals are depicted with punctate representation. Overall
mean, hhXcii, is represented by solid line.
Figure 6. E ective hydraulic conductivity as a function of log hydraulic conductivity. Punctate
representation: Monte-Carlo results. Solid line: quadratic t to Monte-Carlo simulation
results. Dashed line: rst-order approximation, equation (8) with K` = 9:97,  = 10:0.
Figure 7. E ective hydraulic conductivity as a function of statistical anisotropy. Punctate representation: Monte-Carlo results. Dashed line: rst-order approximation (8). Solid line:
second-order approximation (13) with from cubic polynomial, Figure 8.
11

Figure 8. Estimation of by polynomial tting from statistical anisotropy scenario simulation
results. Open circles: Monte-Carlo results. Solid line: quadratic t.
11
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Figure 9. Comparison of mean plume and mean elemental velocity as a function of log hydraulic
conductivity. Punctate representation: Monte-Carlo results. Dashed lines: polynomial
t.
Figure 10. Comparison of mean plume and mean elemental velocity as a function of
statistical anisotropy. Punctate representation: Monte-Carlo results. Dashed lines: polynomial t.
Figure 11. Comparison of x-direction centroids: mean versus single realization.
Figure 12. Comparison of coecients of variation for plume-centroid velocity. Punctate representation: from di erencing Xc realization results. Dashed line: from straight-line t to Xc
realization results.
Figure 13. Coecient of variation for plume-centroid velocity as a function of relative source thickness, Iz =^z .
Figure 14. Coecient of variation for plume-centroid velocity as a function of relative local transverse dispersivity, t=^z .
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